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With the changes that many of us are initiating, interference from biosphere disturbing energies
(BD energies) may be difficult to avoid. We can set boundaries around our communications with
Higher Power that will increase the reliability of our divining and the effectiveness of our intention
statements. Simply make the following statements, using the exact wording given here.
Programming installed in this way only needs to be done one time. An explanation follows, if you
want to read that first.
“Every time I ask to be connected to guidance that is absolutely 100% Pure and every
time I say ‘I want…’
…I want irrefutable M∞Os.” (Described in a separate handout)
…I want communications to be cooperative and restricted to Higher Power.”
…I want communications to cause me no harm or discomfort.”
.
…I want a yes to be absolutely 100% true and nothing less.”
…I want the intention manifested electroetherically.”
…I want the intention manifested in multidimensional infinite iridescence.”
The last two statements are designed to make your intention statements permanent and complete,
with gratitude to Merrill Cook for her contribution to this section as well as helping us move toward
absolute truth.
•

Years ago, guidance gave Mo the term “electroetheric bodies” and “electroetherically” is
derived from that expression. It’s not in the dictionary. Perhaps guidance is expanding our
awareness of the two things we are—both electric and etheric beings—and both aspects of
us need to be included in healing.

•

Infinite iridescence refers to the new paradigm created with M∞Os.

After saying the statements, ask, “How complete is the programming?” It may be tempting to ask
this differently with questions such as, “Do you agree?” or “Was this successful?” However, other
wording is not likely to be as effective. Avoiding a “yes/no” response and using a continuum
expands the range of information you can learn from your dowsing. (This applies to all work that
you do. Words like “success” or “right” are based in duality and should be avoided.)
With this programming, you need to remember that when you get a no, it may be 99.999999% true.
(That is what “100% actually means, and why we add the word, “absolutely”—to avoid the
0.000001% allowing in interfering energies.) We encourage you to always have the continuum in
mind—allowing guidance to help you where the no is located on the continuum. It may mean an
emphatic “NO” or “maybe” or “just a little no.” Learning to use a numbers chart can greatly expand
your communications with guidance. After a while, those who dowse can just imagine a
chart on the palm of the hand and hold the pendulum over it to get the strength of a no.

If you don’t dowse using tools, try practicing ways to build a continuum into other methods of divining.
For example, you might use “body divining” when deciding what is for the highest good to eat. Look
at a food on the buffet table or in the store and program your body to lean forward if it is for the
highest good to eat it–lean backward if it is not. The lean can vary with the strength of the
response— from leaning just a tiny bit to almost falling over. Needless to say, caution is in order.
Also, keep in mind that 99.999999% complete can mean it is complete for now and there is
nothing more you can do. However, it may also mean there is more that needs to be done now.
You may need to explore further to see what is needed to make it absolutely 100%. You can
ask, “Are there more steps?” or “Is there something I need to do first?” or re-ask the permission
questions. Finally, 99.999999% complete may mean it is simply a matter of time before it is
complete. Changes involving the meridian energy system may take up to twenty-four hours
because that system is on a 24-hour clock. Changes at the cellular level take twenty-seven days
for completion, with most completed in the first 7-9 days. Changes involving our nervous system
can take up to 157 or even 300 days, depending on whether you have programmed
communications as suggested above.
You have installed new software on your “computer” and now you are ready to begin.

Working with Intention Statements – We suggest the following steps:
1. Balance Energy with the “Less-Than-A-Minute” Energy Fix. (See http://healingforearth.com.)
2. Identify Biosphere Disturbances - We all have a guide who has always been there—our Higher
Self…and more. It is important to address all questions about biosphere disturbances and only
these questions to the Guide Who Is Always There. The biosphere disturbing energies are very
good at deceiving, so you need to double check your answer by asking your Guide Who Is Always
There if it is the truth using these exact words:
“Guide Who Is Always There, are there biosphere disturbances affecting the energy field or the
surroundings into infinity?”
“Guide Who Is Always There, have the intentions been manifested absolutely 100%
completely?”
“Guide Who Is Always There, is it absolutely 100% true?
3. Resolve Any Biosphere Disturbances - There are many ways to clear biosphere disturbances. We
suggest using the charts or lists in the book, What’s Going On? Maintaining the Integrity of Your
Energy Field, available on line for sale or as a free download at http://healingforearth.com or
www.dowsers.org.
4. Create a statement of intention. To be most effective, begin with the words, “I want….” Ask guidance
if they want more words, less words, or different words until the wording is accepted. You can finish
your statement with phrases such as, “and I want the intention requested as needed as well as now,”
or “and I want the intention translated into the mode of communication needed for the highest good.”
The latter reflects the possibility that all helpers may not communicate in the same way we do.
5. Ask Permission Questions - “Can I…? May I…? Should I manifest this intention?”
6. Ask what you need to do to manifest the intention. We suggest using a chart or list to determine the
answer. It could be anything in your repertoire--or just ask!
http://healingforearth.com

